We have individuals that want to help the mission of the federal government to take this small little niche prototype and scale on a very fast they need to be upfront investment and technologies and capabilities and they reap the benefits as of the size of the pool of resources that we have are really able to innovate at a scale unseen down like any other part of Accenture.

The mission of the San Antonio advance technology center is to provide high quality modern engineering and intelligent operations services at scale and would soon be. We’re serving clients in over 30 federal government agencies including civilian citizen services and defense and you know that brings me great pleasure to be able to do that in one facility one of the things that I believe is unique to us in San Antonio is the correct and depth of capabilities that we bring to us.

But we are very fit for purpose building the tech skills from custom development solutions all the way through testing of any form of he solutions to custom development of cloud technologies digital platforms or hyper focus on successful on time delivery and what that means for our clients is the ability to deliver technology solutions at scale at speed and ensuring that they’re exactly in line with what they’re looking for the great benefit of the technology center in terms of being a managed services or ability to scale with our customers it’s not a one size fits all they have their requirements change as demand changes we’re able to grow in scale with that we adapt to really what the clients need building specific frameworks or building specific skills to ensure that the solutions fit specifically for that client we also as a hobby and they advance technology center for Accenture we have backed.

It’s to the best practices that we use global. For our clients the biggest benefit of the San Antonio Technology Center is the impact it has in the organization there isn’t a single man woman or child in the United States who have not been impacted by the services that come out of the South whether it be from the AI capabilities to the taxes that you file on a daily basis there is such a broad impact of the operations of the fabric of the United States that from a federal perspective to me that what is really exciting over the South.